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Wtin Legassick 
l 'Latte~d.ay c iv i l i za t ion t t ,  argue8 Exic Walker h 1930, +%as only 
been proceeding fox si* years; it Plas not, it could not hope 
to have, obliterated the deep marks which fmntier conditions had 
impressed on - p e a  South Africa h u & o u t  .two long 
centmies ."(l) k some form or other, this sort of hypothesis is 
a persistent one in South African tho-t. '!Mr. Vors te r  probably 
spoke for manytr, edi tor ia l ized  the R m d  Daily Nail in 1970, When 
he said some time ago +hat South Africa would never become a 
welfaze state because it undemined a -1s character if were 
done f o r  him. This is the philosophy of the frontiersman . . . '' (2) 
YLIwenty-five yeam after the 1- of  m Rfebeeektt, s o  
the +hesis goes, Ifs cattle and hmting fmntier had already come 
i n t o  existence. The sons of the first generation of free burghers 
[the settlers established by the Dutch East India Compmy in 1658 t o  
cultivate cmps more expeditiously than the Company could itself do] 
became, some of them, genuine frontiersmen. ( 3) I so la ted  fmm 
Cape Town, isolated f r o m  m p e ,  isolated 9 m m  government, isolated 
f r o m  markets, i so la ted  from the influences of  ''civilizationfU, 
i so la ted  from each other, they evolved a new way of life. The llf&r- 
wmdering vee-boerl', the "treldcing f30erf' thus brought into 
existence h, it is argued, been "+he most active maker of South 
African histoWtt: he "was to detenaine the f o m  of  the South 
African society t o  bew. (43 ' Threatened in .the nineteenth cen- 
by the %soiial revolution" (5) +mt.ituted in the Cape Colony by the 
British regime, the frontiersmen f l e d  rurtlzer i n t o  the South 
African interior. This movement, the Great m&, was " t h e  central 
event in South African historyw; '!all that  had gone before l e d  up 
to that; most of what  has happened since has been a commentary on 
itn". (6) Ih the T r a n s v a a l  at l e a s t ,  and, i t  i~ sometimes argued, 
in the O r a n g e  Free Sta te  and Natal as well, the frontier tradition 
was perpetuated. (7) The Con~entions s i p d  by the British with 
the Tmkker Republics in 1852 and 1854 Itmade it poss ib le  for 
TramvmJ attituaes and policies to doninate a far larger area of 
- Southern Africa and thereby radically influenced f l z h  hi~tory". (8) 
And, with the growing integration and economic development of South 
Africa, the frontier tradition returned t o  spread.its spell and its 
hemony over all South Africa: tvthe habits of mind of the 
Trelckers ... in the course of tine, flowed bmk into the Colony 
whence they had come, setting the s t a q  of their thought upon the 
whole of  South Africa. I t  (g) Or, 
the Union Constitution, in native policy 
at all events, represented the t r i m h  
of the frontier, and i n to  the hands of 
the frontier was delivered the future of 
the native peoples. It w a  the 
conviction of the fmntier that the 
fomdakions of society w e r e  race and the 
privileges of m e .  (10) 
It is, indeed, the influence of the frontier  on racial 
atti-hdes which has been i t s  most persistently argued effect: the 
frontiersman xegaxded. the m-white o n l y  as a servant or enemy. It 
was the  frontier tradition which was responsible for the job colour 
bar in 5ndustry, for oppos5tion to African urbanization, fox 
opposition ta the common non-racial. but qualified Cape franchise, 
for hostility to African 'tsquattersfF. But this question interwove 
with others. The frontier tmd3tion was individual and anarchic, 
suspicious of and hostile to the au%hoxi.l;y of government: it 
explained the anti-war rebelliens of 1914, the R a d  Revolt of 1922, 
and the p e r f o m c e  of Af ' r ihe r  nationalists Fn opposition er in 
power. (11) It was associated w i t h  an acute a d  restless land- 
hunger, a wasteful attitude t o  land: "inherited from the *S of 
unlimited space" (121, it inhibited Afribners fmm the practice of 
intensive a & c u l h  which, with their disdain f o r  Taffir-work1', 
made more difficult their travlsition to the new South Africa o f  
industry and land-shortage. Moreover, the very land-hunger of theae 
frontiersmen, their indifference to African land-rights a d  l d  
needs, had deprived non-whites of the possibility of subsistence on 
the land and. made inevitable that economic integmtion which the 
frontiersmen w e r e  now resisting. h n t i e r  consematism, moreover, 
aggravated all Wlese questions and made more difficult the ending 
of frontier influence, 
Thw baldly smmxcized - and perhaps even cazicahed - 
the = p e n t  might not be ~upported by any who ham written of the 
frontier tradition. Qua.lifications are usually made, other 
factom htroduced as explanations. Moreover, the lM-ts of the 
frontier tradition expand and contract with the azgument and the 
author. Sometimes - particularly with respect to land-hunger - it 
extended to aZ1 colonists. "It ia a tradition that plays its p& 
wherever advanced and backward races come into contact with each 
other  ... For the British settlers h the Eastern Pmvhce of the 
Cape Colony antf in Natal, to go no farther afield, soon learnt t h e  
r u l e s  of the game +hat d l  men of Western civilisation have played... 
i n  touch with t r i b a l  natives whose Land and labour: m e  
desirable. (13) As such, the frontier pmcess was Itthe gmdual 
subjugation of uncivilised native peoples and %he absorption of 
theix lands ... by the remorseless advance of whi te  a g r i c u l W  
c~lonisation~~. (14) It was on ly  missiomies a d  officials  - and 
other men who had lVlearnt to va3ue reason aa a check on the 
emo5ionstf (15) - who opposed themselves to this pmcess, Erie 
WaJker, W, M. Macmillan a3ld C. W. de Kiewiet set out to rescue 
missionaries and officials f m m  -the onslaughts of G. NcCall Theal 
and George Cow, historians wjth the "frontier poin t  of viewn. 
The s t o r y  of the nineteenth cendmy, said de Kiewiet, was not of 
'%he struggle f o r  settlers for self-expression agajnst a 
ItLat.tesday civilizationH, argued Erie Walker in 1930, l t h a s  only 
been proceeding f o r  sixty years; it has not, it could not hope 
t o  have, obli temted the deep marks which frontier conditions had 
impressed on Ehmpean South Africa thmu#~out h long 
centuries." (1) 51 some form o r  other, this s o r t  of Irypothesis ie 
a persistent one in South African thought. 'W. Torster probably 
spoke for may13rtv, editoxidized %he Rand D a i l y  Mail in 3970, '%hen 
he said some time ago that South Af~ica would never become a 
welfare state because it undermined a manls character if things were 
done f o r  him. This is the philosophy of .the frontiersman . . . IT (2) 
tlTwenty-five yeass aftex the landing of va;a Riebeeckfl, so 
the thesis p e s ,  "a ca t t l e  and hunting frontier had already come 
into existence. The sons of the first genemtion of free buzghers 
[the settlers established try the Dutch East  Inaia Compmy in 1658 to 
cultivate crops more expeditiously than the Company could Itself do] 
became, some of them, genuine frontiersmen." ( 3 )  Isolated from 
Cape Tom, isolated from Europe, iselated f r o m  go~ermment, isolated 
fmm maskete, isolated from the influences of "civilization", 
isolated f r o m  each other, they evolved a n e w  of life. The "far- 
h~mdering vee-boer", the "trekking Boertt .thus bm@t into 
existence has, it is w e d ,  been "the most active maker of South 
African 4-Listokyrf: he Ifwas to determine the form of the South 
African society t o  be". (4) ' Threatened in the nineteenth century 
by the '%ocial revolutiont1 (5) +$ituted in the Cape Colon. by the 
B ~ i t i s h  regime, the frontiersmen fled f t m t h e ~  in to  the South 
African interior. This movement, the Great Trek, was "the central 
event in South A f r i c a n  history"; "all that had e n e  before l e d  up 
to tha,t; most of what  has happened s h e  has been a commentary on 
ittr. ( 6 )  In the Transmal at least, a d ,  it is sometimes argued, 
in the 0- Free State and Natal aa well, the frontier tradition 
was perpetuated. (7) The Conventions signed by t h e  British with 
the Trekker  Republics in 1852 and 1854 t9nade it possible f o r  
Transvaal altitudes and policies t o  d h t e  a f a  laxger area o f  
Southern Mrica and therew radicaZ1.y hfluenced f i h e  h i s t o r y f t .  (8) 
And, with the m w h g  btegmtion and economic development of South 
Africa, the fmntiex tradition returned to apread.5.t~ spell and i t s  
hegemony over a l l  Smth Africa: "%he habits of mind of the 
Trekkers ... in the course of Lime, flowed back h t o  the Cololyr 
whence they had come, setting the stamp of their the-t upon the 
whole of South Africa.'' ( 9 )  Or, 
misunderstanding and interfering Hme Govermenttf , but of -be  
contact between white and black in which the British government, 
thoygh penurious, overly pragmatic and indecisive, had nevertheless 
s o m t  to protect Africa rights aYld African land. (16) In two 
influential books N a d l l a n  strove to rescue the reputation of  John 
Philip; f a  from being an idealistic a d  meddling pol i t ica l  
missionayy, he azgued, Phi l ip  was a statesman whose policies of 
+'protective segre@+ionm, practised towards the Cape Coloured and 
compazatively successfld, could have alleviated the problem of 
South Africa' S twentieth-century "Colour Problem". (17) 
Somethes, however, -the frontier tradition was m o r e  
confined in its influence. It w a s  restricted t o  TramvaaLers - or 
t o  the jylhabitmts af the Republics - ox t o  A f r i k e r s  alone. 
"The development of a sepxmte South Afxicaut raciaJ. policytt, m t e  
W. K. Hanccck, 
can be r e m e d  from three points of 
view. It can be Looked upon as the 
progressive 'el-tion of the 
imperial factort, or as a victory of 
the northem provinces over the liberal 
Cape, ox as the outcome o f  an inner 
struggle which was, amd ia, being 
fou&t out e v e m e r e  in South Afxlca - 
not merely between north and south, ox 
between Britons and Boexs, but inside 
the two Eumpem communities. (18$ 
Hence t-he alternative tradition could be found not merely in 
missionaxies and officials but in colonists as well. Bere a number 
of  strands of thought can be tracea. At first there was the notion 
of these who had Itlemmt to  d u e  reason as a check on their 
emotionsf\ the fqess highly-stmngvt, those who did not fo l low 
"their d k i n c t s  =+her than their intelligence". (19) Brikish 
ru le  at the Cape, it w a s  the i q l i c a t i o n ,  had fostered among some 
at least of Cape citizens a sensible and moderate approach to 
racial questions and politics h general. &ic Walkerrs two  
subjects for biography are sigmificant: Lord de Vi l l i ers  who, with 
his Ffcentml and detached positionv, was able to see all sides of 
a question: '1 would ask any reader, especially my South African 
reader . . . to read that statement into every page. If (20) And 
W. P. Schreiner, who underwent "a process of convemion [the word 
is  hi^ own] I t  on matters of race: "that is a pi lgr inr  s progress 
less rare in South Mxica than many would h a ~ e  us believe 
nowadays. (21) As Lewis Garvl has pointed ou-b, this argwnent is 
b a e d  on a philosophy which postdates that 
there is a necessasy, underlying hamony, 
a s o r t  of fhvisible making f o r  
good. A l l  conflicts a m  ultimately due 
t o  misconception of  interest. Provided 
certain economic, social. ad. political 
institutions, founded in reason i t s e l f ,  
can be enforced, and provided men c m  be 
made t o  realise %heir Itmet interests, 
d-veraaJ.  happiness must result. (22) 
More recently the philosophy of Cape liberalism has been rooted in 
the western Cape (or Cape Town) of the eighteenth centmy: +he 
atmosphere of town and port created greater fluidity, greater 
tolerance and benevolence, and this "cape paternalism" became, "with 
an injection of British nineteenth-century humanitarianismf1, Cape 
liberalism. (23) 
Hence the "frontier tradition" thesis imposed a dichotomy - 
sometimes t h e  dichotolqy of missionaries and officials versus 
celonis ts , some times of A f r i h e r  nationalists against -their (lazgely 
British) opponents, sometimes of Cape Liberalism @S% Republican 
frontierism. More recently, 1 would argue, the "frontier t radi t ionff  
argument h a  interwoven with the hypothesis of the 1fpolit ica3 
factorw: that South African economic development has been plagued 
by the interference with the lvlagic of the mazketn h the p w s u i t  of 
ideological goals. Here it is the Mustrialist,  the capitais*, 
the entreprenew,who finds himself opposing the forces of the 
frontier. But the ftLagic of the market", as several recent papers 
have suggested, is as much a specious abstmtion as the necessazy 
undexlykg haPnony of interest W c h  Ga;nn argued haa been the 
assumption of South African l ibera l  historians. The very existence 
of these several dichotomies suggests that -he  s i tuat ion, is  rather 
more complex. It suggests, indeed, that we should pay much closer 
attention t o  "the fm3ntieit  itself: What is the frontier, what a m  
its specific influences, and how does it produce and perpetuate 
them - if indeed it does at dl? I propose to do t h i s  with respect 
to two impartant aspects - race and land. 
Race and Class 
The origins, n a b e  and significance of mite racism have 
been receiving a great deal of attention in recent years. The 
profusion of termjnolagy - r a c i s m ,  racial prejudice, racial 
discrimination, race r e l ak ions ,  institutional racism - and the 
debates engendered - racism and alavery, racism and abolit ion, 
racism and industrialization - suggest a m a t  deal of conceptual 
confueion. There is, however, increasing convergence in the belief 
that '"me is only a special case of more general social facts ... 
[and] there c m  be no general theory of race and that race relations 
must be placed within the t o m  izlst ikutional  and cultural. context 
of the societg studied. (24) Nor c m  it be doubted that the 
esaentid matrix of ideas f r o m  which institutionalized racism g m w  
already existed h IWmpe - perhaps more prevalently in Pmtestmt 
Anglo-Saxon, Eusope - at the early stages of overseas expansion. 
"Group differences in physicd traits . . . considered [a] a 
detemimmt of social behaviour and. moml or intellectual 
van den Berghers definition of racism, c m t e x i z e d  the 
E4;lropean perception of the N e p  in Elizabethan -Land, f o r  
example, as the monumentd. study by Winthrop D, Jordan, amongst 
others, has shorn, (25) ZI the socfeties generated by overseas 
expansion such attitudes hazdened rapidly; t'previow ibolog5ca.l  
conditioning made possible a racially based slavery, and the 
growth of that kind of slavery tmneformed. the conditioning from a 
loose body of  prejudices in%o a vird.ent m o d  d i ~ o d e r . ? ~  (26) 
Racist attitudes became a racist ideology which justified black 
eubodinatian and oppression. 
Yet the different slave systems created by Eumgean 
expansion and the p o w t h  of the cap i td i s t  world maxket produced 
pattermof race relations which were not identical over either 
space or time. Much of the compamtive work to date has concerned 
itself with the extent to which these patterns were the produce of 
the d-ifferences i n  Europeavl inheritace or of t h e  immediate social 
and economic conditions of the colonies - what Genovese has called 
the "idealistictr and t 'materidistic'l tendencies. (27) Yet it is 
possible to subsume these opposites, as Genovese hinself has tried 
to do: 
I should prefer t o  assume both 
[ideology and economics] within a 
synthetic analysis of social classes 
that avoids compartmentdishg their 
constituent human beings. Social 
classes have historically formed 
traditions, values, and sentjments, 
as w e l l  as particulaz and. w e d  
economic interests ... If historical 
materialism is not a theory of class 
deteminim it muet accept h 
l imitations.  Certain social classes 
can only rise to politicKt power a d  
social hewany under specific 
technolo@caJ conditions. The 
relationship of these classes, from 
this point  of view, determisles the 
contours of the his toxicd epoch. It 
follows, then, that changes in the 
political relationship of classes 
constitute the essence of social 
transformation; but this notion cornea 
close to tautology, for a o c i d  
transformations are defined precisrely 
by changes in class relationships. 
What rescues the notion from tautolom 
is the expectation +hat these changes 
in class relationship determine - at 
least in outline - the major 
psycholog5ca1, ideological and political 
patterns, as well as economic and 
technologjcd poss ib i l i t i es .  (28) 
The essence of this synthesis in, 5n fact, a relocation of focus. 
Geaovese is insisting t ha t  one m u s t  study not race relations but 
class relations: tlmodern slavery and the white-black confmntakion 
form part of a single historical process, but it does not follow 
that slavery can.best be understood as a race question, No major 
problem in the socio-economic transformation of Weatem society, 
apazt fmm the pattern of race relations Ttself, could possibly be 
resolved on auch m n d s .  (29 )  The approach c m  be illustrated by 
the question of slave treahent, provided we r ecowze  that what 
has been debated under that category hcludea at least three 
distinct phenomena, largely hdependent: m-to-* living 
conditions, general conditions of life (family securfw, 
oppodumities f o r  an independent social  and re l ig fow life, nattule 
of slave c u l t u r e ) ,  and access t o  freedom and citizenship. (30 )  To 
assess the si@ficance of m e  ia this question, as othem 
besidee Genovese ham pointed out, we need coqmisons of the 
treatment of w h i t e s  in similas positions: EuY.opean indentured 
servants o r  sailors on ships (slave-trade), Emopean peasants, and, 
more genemlly, "the attitude not only of industrial but of pre- 
industrial owners of wed-& f o m d  the poor, especially in the 
period 1540-1750 in  13mopen'. (31) Indeed, treatment - in all three 
senses - inte>relates w i t h  aktihzde, as does each with the 
separate matter of degree of exploital5on which, in FIaxist t e r n  at 
least, is objectively calculable. (32) 'The had", wmte George 
Eliot of Esther in P e l h  H o l t ,  t h e  Radical, "a native capability. f o r  
discerning that %he sense of ranks and degmes haa its compulsiom 
corresponding t o  the repdsions dependent on d5ffemce of race and 
colour." Eence m e  finds in all systems of slavery, and pmbably 
in al l  systems in which political. coercion, rather than the mrke t  
is used to create an adequate labour fome, induced irrespective of 
xme, certain stereaQpes: the '"lavish personality7\ (33) Hence 
one finds that .the notion of the "proper relations beheen master 
and s e m - t t f ,  and of the p o l i t i c a l  comnnmity aa the community of 
maskem, existed in  situations other than racial ones (34); and 
such a notion, as Philip &son points out, M n e d  under challenge. 
A lady would hapyily share her bed w i t h  her &d in the eighteenth 
century, but not in the earLy twentieth. (35) This had i ts  effects 
on social mobility: it is agah Mason who points out how social 
a+titudes and max~iage patterns in nineteenth century Brit& were 
fomed in terms of whak might be called ftclass heredie" rather -than 
c l a s  status. ( 3 6 )  
The economic basis of modern slave systems, it has been 
argued, was the need to bring: into production t racts  of fertile land 
available at little cost in a situation where free labour was dear. 
The budding entrepreneur could neither derive rent fmm (scarce) l m d  
nor appropriate prof i t  from employiag labourers at market prices, 
since potential labousers had equal access to the means of 
production unless coerced. (37)  During the nineteenth centurg auch 
systems, at least in their  fo& sense, were abolished, sometimes 
violently and sometimes without violence. The mamex in which 
abolition occurred, Genovese has cogently asgued, was not simply a 
matter o f  the character of race relations, nor a mechanistic matter 
of econom3.c~. ITOX did 2% depend, in the n a r r o w  sense, on the question 
debated in the United States f o r  over a hundred y e w ,  of the 
pro f i t ab i l i t y  of slavew. (38) What was cmcid  was whether abolition 
ftbecme a class question - a question of life and death fox a whole 
class and t21erefore for a world view and a notion of civilisationfq.(39) 
A concentration on slavery and its abolit ion,  homer ,  6oes 
not, particularly h the South African case, go f a  enough. If one 
accepts the ax-t that race relations m e  at bottom a class 
question into which race question intrudes and gives ... a 
special force and form but does not constitute its essencetr (40), 
then a s M l m  argument must be extended to poshformn.l-slave~g 
periods. Where slavery was ended I f too soonw, it has been argued by 
W. Kloosterboer - that is, before independent access t o  the means 
of production fox p o t e n t i d  labourers had ceased - it was replaced 
by various mangements of f o x e d  labour: what  on Noore 
has cal led labour repression. (41) I have suggested elsewhere 
that this fact is integmlly related to the linkage o f  the 
soc ie t ies  concerned t o  the world capital is t  econoq .  Beazing in 
mind, with h d r e  G m  Franck, that this is k a c t e r i z e d ,  at the 
colonial level, by monopoly, we see here a certain congruence with 
3arrlngton Moore's =went  about the U.S. Civil War: 
Labor-repmssive agriculturaL systems, 
and plantation slavery in particular, 
are p o l i t i c a l  obstacle~l t o  a particular 
kind of capitalism,at a specific 
-
h i s t o r i c d  atage: competitive 
democmtic c a p i t d i m  we must ca l l  it 
f o r  lack of a more precise tern .., If 
the geogmphical separation had been 
much meater, if the South had been a 
c o l o q  for example, the problem would 
in all probability have been relatively 
sinple t o  solve at that t h e  - at -the 
expense of the Negro. (42) 
Yet, even in the American South, l a b o n r e p r e s s i o n  persisted t o  a 
certain d e m e  ox was revived after the end of bcons tmc t ion ;  but, 
significantly, it was revived h a farm which united "poor wbiteslt 
with plantation owners in a much more explicit defence of a t e  
supremacy asld white p r i v i l e p  than had eves characterized their 
relationships before the Civil W=. (43) 
Such social systems as I have been deacxibing, the slave 
and post-slavery systems of labour re-pression t h m w n  up by the 
capitalist world market, can be chaxacterized, thou& by no means 
fully encompassed, by the mlatLonship of master t o  servant in 
differing f o m :  master to slave, state or enterprise to coerced 
labomer, etc. (44)  h here is often a strong co-existence, w h i c h  
requires f u l l  s tudy  in o d e r  t o  examine i t s  connection o r  
difference, of the mZatiionship landlod-tenant, omer-sharecropper, 
perhaps one should even include c o m r c i a l  compamy-peas=% 
(45) As d y s t s  have noted, however, there is a 
quite d i s t h c t  t t m e "  of race relations, chaxacterized by 
competition - most wuaJ.ly between white workers and black 
workers. (46) A t  f i rs t  appenance, t h i a  lqtype'l, which i s  prevalent 
in conditions of urban industrialization, seems purely tfraciaL1l. 
Bowever, I would suggest that there is no pmblem in >m&Lysiag W s ,  
too, init ially in ltclassw terns. Owhgperhaps t o  labour- 
repression, perhaps to the possibilities o f  survival outside the 
h d u a t r i a l  econow, perhaps to lower economic expectations, perhaps 
to compulsions of the subsubsistence rura l  economy, black labour 
under these conditions is wi l lkg  to accept lower wages than white 
labour, This i s  a s t r u c M  fact, determined by previous history, 
and not a simple ideological issue: the tklass interestst1, in 
Genoveae% sense, of white a d  black workers a m  different, and the 
structures serve to maintain and perhaps exacerbate t h a t  difference. 
Research on the determinants of that strnc- condition is an 
urgent task; economic d y s i s  which argues in the abstract rather 
than in tems of particular interests and world views has shown 
itself unable to deal w i t h  it. 
Race and the  &ontier 
But l e t  us turn more explicitly to South Africa and the 
frontier, i n  the hope that this schematic presentation has indicated 
-the complexi* and subtlety with which the problem of racism is now 
being tackled. !Phis is hardly t rue in South Africa. By and large, 
slavery, Calvinism, and the frontier between them suffice t o  f7explaintf 
present-dag race attitudes in South Africa. L i t t l e  chipa ham been 
made in, the edifice, As Eacock, amongst o%hers, pointed out, none 
of these served to exglain the racial a t t i k d e s  of i m m i g m n t  white 
workers at ICimberly and the Witwatersrand. (47) Frederick Johnstone 
has made explicit the racial discrimination, in tems of the wage 
c o l o n b a r  p h i  cularly , practised by mine-omm . (48) Alf Stadler, 
already mentioned, has pointed out other ways in which the master- 
servant patterms were transformed by industrialization, (49) Shda 
Marks has vividly pmtrayed the exaggerated f ews  aria over-confident 
w i s W  thinking of the settlers of Natal, with respect t o  non-white 
revolt i n  paeticular. She provides a vaxiety of ea lana t ions  : 
N a t a l  was "a f m n t i e r  soc ie tg 'q50) ,  a "divided societyf" ttthere is, 
it would seem, a natural tendency f o r  the white settler t o  become 
authoritazian and despotic in his relationship with conquered 
colonial peoplett. She refers t o  studies on the nation-states' 
''image of the enemy", t o  the stereotype of the African "enemy" 
created in the days of Shdsa and. Dingane and uflshifted by any white 
militw defeat of Africans, t o  "innate distrust" of the strangers, 
to the differing- institutions of the Cap. (51) The anxieties and 
tensions, inaeed, p a s d l e l  those of North American slave system. (52) 
But there a m  questions which remain manswered. L e t  us, for 
example, examine the contributions of the frontier to the pattern o f  
race relations.  
It was I. D. MaicCmne who, i n  1937, first fomula ted  in 
detail the thesis on the frontier which has since become widely 
accepted. ( 5 3 )  I n  the o x i g h d  Cape refreshment station, he a z e d ,  
attitudes t o d s  non-Mtes were shaped by those of Eumpe, which 
saw a religious d i c h o t o q  between Christian and heathen rather than 
white and black: baptism was the key to non-Mte en t rg  t o  the 
white c o m m m l ~ .  As  white s e t t l e r  numbers grew,  however, 
t ransfoming the refreshment station into a c o l o q ,  and even more 
with the growth of a frontier isolated from the parent c o l o q ,  
continues Maccrone, the centre of gmvity of influence on social  
behaviour sxf ted .  Each shift, he cl-, intensified mial 
prejudice, so t h a t  the gulf came t o  be between a t e  and non-white 
rather than Christim and hea$hen. (54) But, in view of Jordan~s 
claim, we m a t  impose an initial qwilificatiora on this argument: i n  
&gland - and it would seem t o  apply t o  other Protestant and Anglo- 
Saxon situations - 
the concept embodied i n  the word Christian 
embraced sa m c h  more m e w  than W 
contained in the specific doctrinal 
affimations that  it is scarce ly  
possible to assume on the basis of 
this l-stic contrast that the 
colonists set the Negroes apart 
because they were heathen .., h m  
the fimt, then ,.. to be Cfiristfan 
was to be civilised rather than 
barbarous, -1ish rather than 
African, wbite rather than black. (55) 
The historical inheritance of South Africa - perhaps, as Genovese 
azgues, because of the bourgeois Pather than seipeu~faje nature o f  
the parent regime (56) - had greater inherent tendencies t o w n d s  
rig5d racial definition than in, the Catholic Latin American 
situatiom. Calvinism, as so many have stressed, with i t s  two- 
class conception of m m ,  was an extreme form of this. And, aa Jan 
1;oubses points out, -the 'vsituations in which Calvinists were 
confronted with a L a r g e  population of different cultural background, 
defined as less civilisedm, and. where two-class categorization was 
prevalent, were not defined to thase of colour: Pmssia provides 
mothe~  example. (57) 
The notion of Inheritance is further illustrated by the 
I1children of HamtT justification of black inequality, which South 
African historlane have implied t a  be a prevalent, curjous, and 
well nigh unique featme of South Bfriem racism. As an explanation 
of: N e ~ o  blaclsness, in fact, this argument can be traced to early 
Jewish texts, with c a d  references in S t .  Jemme and 
St. Augustine; it re-emerged in Christian writin@ in the first 
century of ovesseas eqloration. According t o  Jordan, the f imt 
specific connection of the tfcurse of Hamv9ith slavery is to be 
found in 1621, with subsequent seventeenth century reference by 
Dutch miters. (58) The first reference 1 have as yet located in 
South Africa is in 1703, not, sigmificantly, by fmntiersmen but by 
the Church Council, of I)ra;kenstein. They mote to +he Convocatloa of 
hsterdam that they wished to convert Khoi "so that the children of 
Ham would no longer be the servants of [or?] bondsmenfF. The 
Convocation approved and hoped that "one day God would lift the 
curse f r o m  the  generation of Hamn. (59) k America, notes Jordan: 
The old idea of Barnus curse floated 
etheredly about the colonies without 
anyoneQs seeming to attach pea t  
i q o d a n c e  to it; one Anglican 
minister asserted that Negmes were 
indeed descended from .., but much 
more often the idea w a s  mentioned by 
" 
antislavery advocates: for purposes of 
refutation. (60) 
A+ some stage, undoubtedly, the ttcurse of Ham" becarie a central pmt 
of South African r a c i d  ideolcrm, 3a-b t h i s ,  I would ague,  was 
predominantly in the later nineteenth century. Altho* I have not 
investigated ;the subject fully, it may be islpor-kant t o  note that the 
m a i n  prior references t o  %he question a m  in the mitings of "anti- 
slavery advocatesv o r  t h e  eq~valent, such aa John Campbell, 
Janssens, De Mist. EVWL h e x  it seem hardly an entrenched part of 
belief: "A brother of Thomaa Femeixa who pretends t o  have some 
literatme, haa made the discovery that the Hottentots aze +he 
descendants of the accursed race of Ham. . , (61) 
A s W a z  aspect of ideolom which equally needs more 
s tudy  is the notion of the non-white - and, so far as I h o w ,  
exclus~vely the Khoi - as a 'tschepse211: "according to the 
unfor tunate  notion prevalent here, a heathen is not acha l ly  human, 
but at the same time he cannot really be classed among the -S. 
He is, therefore, a s o d  of creature not known elsewhere ." (62) 
Par from being a atran@ idea of the unlettered frontier, t h i s  a lso  
has a lengthy intellectual history,  deriving fmm the idea of the 
Great Chain of Be*, Creation, from the inanimate things thmw 
forms of life to mayl and thence t o  the n a ~ y r i a d  ranks of heavenly 
creatures, was conceived as a ramking, but one without gaps, so that 
+he @adations between ranks were merely subtle a.lterations. Man 
himself, o r  rather men themselves, could be d e d  on this scale - 
though there w e r e  ambivalence and confusions, But, inevitably, one 
method came to be racial. Thus we find William Pet*, one o f  the 
mid-seventeenth century founders of the Royal  Society, writing that, 
thou& there were differences between iadividual men, 
there be others more considerable, that 
is, between the Guhy Negroes and the 
Kddle &ropeam; and of the N e p e s  
between those of G u i n y  and those who live 
about the Cape of Good Hope [the 
~ottentota], which last are the most 
beastlike of al l  the S o d s  [~orbs?] of 
Men with whom our travellers are  well 
acquainted . . . (63)  
Far, of course, the lowest "mmr' on the scale were separated from 
the uppenmost "beasts" by only the most subtle padat ion ,  an 
argument which leads na,-hmal.ly t o  the notion of the "schepseltt. (64) 
The ideas, then, were present f r o m  the b e g w ,  They 
hardened h t o  a ideology, I would argue, in response to the 
nineteenth c e n w  challenge to the system of sec id  relations. 
There is no mason to suppose .they were more prevdent on the 
frontier. Xor ie the ideology as such directly related to behaviom'. 
Cleaxly, however, the rfEusopean bheritancek"s strongly Mluenced 
by local circmtmces, and if we are to make meania@fi i n i h i d  
c o q a r i s o w ,  these should be w i t h  other amas where the inheritance 
was similas, i.e. the Uhi-bed States and the -10-Dutch Caribbean. 
What, in parbicular, were the poss ib i l i t i e s  for freedom f r o m  
I 
I 
I slavery? ( M ,  since the Cape W a slave soc iew,  it seems most 
l useful t o  suppose that  the ttno&~ position of the Rhoi waa aeen as slaverg, and any other status in that li&t.) And what w a s  the status 
of such free non-whites? 
ft is ha& to produce figures, p w t i c u l a l y  f o r  the Khoi. 
Of slaves themselves, it is estimated that 893 were emancipated 
between 1715 anEl 1792, in a slave population grown f r o m  c.2000 t o  
c.15000. ( 6 5 )  There were no population fi-s that  I know of f o r  
free non-whites in the ei&+eenth or e a r l y  nineteeneh century. In 
contrast, in 1820 in the Southern United States there were 233,634 
fzee EJegroes t o  1,538,000 slaves and 7,866,797 whites - some l@{ of 
the black commuzl;ity & 2% of the total communiw. Tn Brazil the 
free men of colom numbered perhaps 3% of the toral coloured 
c o d * ,  and about 1% of the t o t a l  communi+y. (66)  h the 
Caribbean, free men of colour a lso  were a s izable  number, though, 
in contrast to Brazil, there was a clear sepazation at the top 
between rtwh.iten and mixed black persons. h B r a z i l  the 
Cxcibbean, it has been asgued, the mulatto/free black was encoumged 
to serve as a middle claas and provide a political and military 
establishment, a taak perfomed by %he white y e o m m y  in the South: 
the previous inheritance led to the Cazibbean tlcompromise" of 
Brazilian MuAdity. (67) What o c c m e d  in the Cape, and why? 
The limited nature of the Cape government, the limited 
Gape economly, in fact provided Little need for such mlea, and 
where they were need& slave labour, @pen ced& incentives, was 
able to fill them: Malw slaves developed in this period +he 
a x t i s d  monopoly they preserved Fn the western Cape for some t h e .  
Khoi supplemented military forces, both on the frontier and in the 
western Cape, and the British, in the nineteenth century, relied 
heavily- in warn against the Xhosa on this supplementing of military 
force. (68) Furthemore, the frontier - it is far from the usual 
argument - h f a d  provided o p p o r W t i e a  to non-whites to which 
they had. no access in the capital, The lack of ~ ~ s s i o n  may be 
compensated partly, from the slavels point  of view, by the 
oppo&uYlities for escape into the interior, of W c h  they a d l e d  
themselves from earliest t h e s .  (69) The free black bur&ters of 
whom b C r o n e  speaks m y ,  as he implies, have become s u b o r h e e d  
once W, but it is just as 1ilrel.y that they moved onwards on the 
fr-s of settlement. (70 )  Gmups of trBastasdslt were landholders 
in the G d f - R e i n e t  district in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth c e n k i e s ,  h the inaccessible Cedarberg, as well as in 
the north-eastern Cape beyond the Colony border. Bmm khese 
emerged the go-called t fGr iqua lr  of the nineteenth centmy - and it is 
very significant +hat in the 1820s the Ba~taxds of Graaff-Reinet 
moved either ta the Ka% River Settlement or across . h e  O r a l @  to 
fFGriqWandv. Clearly S U G ~  people were not regaded by white 
frontiersmen unifomly as equals, and their claim t o  l& was 
increasingly c ~ l e n g e d ;  but they did hold it, and on occasion 
gaxe help and protection to desti-F;ute whites. (71) Thus, in terms 
of oppor-tunities, as w e l l  as ideolom, the distinction between the 
frontier and the western Cape appeazs to break down, or, if m, 
t o  make the fmntier appeas in the better light. kdeed, when 
MaicCrone cites e m l e s  to demonstrate the denial of opportuni-ty t o  
non-whites, these a m ,  strangely enoq&, chssen fmm the western 
Colony and not the frontier. (72) 
Noreover, if in the are= where gapemental authority 
could be enforced le@ measms were important in detemin ing  non- 
white status, then the Colow itself g lqed  a major park in 
de teminhg  the pattern of race relakions. In 1675 it was 
discovered - as a result, no doubt, of the ehortage of white women - 
that three-qua&ers of the cM2dsen born in the colony were lvhalf- 
breedsmt (73)  ; ten y e a s  later Conmissioner 'Van Rheede forbade 
mamia-ges between whites and rull blacks. (74) A t  about the same 
time the freeing o f  heathen ala~es was effectively proscribed, and 
even the vnahmdfl xi&t of ' h l a t t a "  children to freedom was 
limited. (7'5) In 1708 mmdssian was prevented miless the owners 
gave a guarantee that the freed men would not be a charge on the 
public funds f o r  ten years (hereased t o  %wen* in 1783): it has 
usually been assumed that this was because of the poor economic 
pexfo~na3lce of freed slaves, but it is equally likely that masters 
would mumit only slaves incapable of work. (76) These measuxes in 
themselves q d i f i e d  the relationship of baptism t o  freedom, though 
the confusion that persisted in the mlnds of slave owners in fact 
meant that Christianization of zjlaves was discouraged by them. k 
the United States the s lave-o~lhg colonies had all, by the end of 
the seventeenth century, passed l a w s  asserting that comemion did 
not entail freedom - with the co-operation of British officials, (77) 
-
Perhaps s e a t e r  church activities in the United States necessitated 
such laws; in any case, in the Cape such was not clearly understood 
by -he  colonists until the late eighteenth century. (78) Finally, 
apart from the Graaff-Reinet case, it does not seem that the Company 
was  willing t o  accord land-ri&+s to hilfviduaJ, Khoi save in 
exceptional cases, 80 that the only  way in  which non-whites could 
maintain some t i t l e  to land was by accepting- staffs of office as 
Khoi chiefs. (79) 
Nevertheless, on the frontier, argues Maccrone, the 
attitudes and practices of the Colony itself were "stiffened" and 
accentuated f~a.lmos+, t o  a morbid degree1+. (80) Why? The key ko 
MacCmnefs argument is am assumption about social behaviour: p u p -  
cowciou~ness implies greater hos t i l iw  to those outside -he  group, 
greater gmup-consciousness implies greater hostili*, w a t e r  
hos t i l iw  fosters w a t e r  group-consciousness . (81) The argument 
is in a sense circular, and rests as muck on the claim that the 
white frontiersmen developed a group-consciousness as on evidence 
about their racial attitudes g e ~  se. And the question of p u p -  
consciousness involves a f d h e r  assumption: that the t l h n t i e r l '  as 
an en~ironment has distinctive effects on human behaviour. This is 
a thesis w?tich MaicCmne, and the other historians with wkom I am 
concerned, d r e w  explicitly f r n  F. J. -er, kihose essays on E 
Fmntier h American Historg had been published in book form in 
1920. (82) But, in fact, both jn Bmerica and in South Africa 
assumptions about "the frontiertv had been implicitly present almost 
from the beginning. It is  important t o  reco@ize, moreover, a 
confusion h the notion of "the frontier". When Tumes spoke of it 
as "the outer edge of the wave - the meeting point between savagery 
and civilisation" he was concerned pximasily with %he frontier as 
isolation f r o m  a p w n t  society, as an ama where the natural 
envisoment had a greater shaping influence on behaviom. The 
- - 
Indians, for him, were "to be regarded rather as one more savage 
obstacle than as a constituent element in fmntiex society". (83) 
For all the m u e n c e  of the hdim on American society and 
character, this is m%, in the case of the United States - or Canada 
ox Australia - a significant elision h considering frontier 
influence: fir these frontiers were fmnt iem of exclusion, of n e e  
extermination. (84) In South Africa, in contrast, the frontier f r o m  
the start involved inclusion as well a exclusion: in whatever 
capacity, non-whites became 2hteg'ra.l parts of the t o t a l  socLew. 
It W indeed one of the merits of such historians as Macmillan and 
De Kiewiet t o  emphasize W s  point: fqit is  of the g e a t e s t  
iqportaace t o  remember that +he settlers h South Africa did not, 
as in North America, sweep the native population away f r o m  their 
path; here alone ... [the blacks] have persisted as a ever- 
present fac tor  in the life of what the dominant whites w o u l d  fain 
see develop as a !White Mm's C o u n t r y  f . (85)  Thia is clearly a 
process ta which, in  i t s  most general sense, one should be wary of 
applying the concept of 'rfrontiex": W d d  the Norman conquest of 
Great B ~ i t a i n  be termed a fmntier movement? Yet in the South 
African situation there h been a tendency to move between the 
idea of frontier as isolation fmm the p m n t  sociew and the 
fmntier as meet-point of Black and white cultures, peoples, 
and societies. The two aze not necessarily the same. Moreover, 
there is an implication that it is t o  the effects of inclusion 
rather than exclusion, which fomer m e  not of their nature 
"frontierv effects, which we should look as influences on 
subsequent Behaviour, De Kiewiet qui te  correctly points out that  
the South African f ron t i e r  wars have accorded no m-tic place 
t o  black South Africans comparable to that of hericavr b d i a m .  (86)  
Yet the period of Bairn -faze in  the United States produced 
attitudes of hatred towads the hdiw comp-ble with those 
attributed to white South Africans; if this is not the attitude 
which has survived - and f o r  the Indian as opposed t o  the Negro 
it is not, as a study by R. E, Peame has shown - this was 
precisely because the Zndjan was e x t e h t e d  a d  the black South 
African was not. (87) 
MacCmne is concerned with the frontier as isolation and 
as meet.-point with other societies. In terns of isolation, he 
a w e s  that the n a M  effect o f  the frontier i s  the 
"re-barbaxizationT' o f  human beings - unless they cam develop a means 
of preventing this: 
the extent t o  which any such radical 
lke-barbarization" took place w a s  
negligible in compasison with -he  
successful preselvation of i t s  s o c i d  
and r a c i d  identity on the p& of a 
p u p  that became promssivelg more 
race-con~ciow and more determined thaYl 
ever t o  maintain it~l integrib a53 the 
dispersion increased in scope ... What 
[ those who believed in necessary re- 
ba~barization] failed t o  realize . . . 
was the possibili-t;g of a new society, 
with i t s  own group consciou~neas, being 
forced into existence by the force of 
circumstances. For the stock farmer vJho 
appeazed to be turning his back upon 
civilised society - as he certainly was 
in phyaicd or material sense - was 
taking with hjm those of its elemen-LE 
that could be reshaped to form the 
framework of a new society. It was these 
psychological elements - these s o c i d  
attitudes, prejudices, and beliefs that 
were already part of the social heritage - 
that preserved the social cohesion of 
the group i n  sp i te  of isolation and 
djspersion. The new society retained, 
as well as discamled, mmy features of 
the old [under the selective influence 
of environment], (89) 
What has happened here is the comb* of  two traditions in South 
African historiography. At least since the time of Simon van der 
Stel, Company officials and travellers bemoaned the consequences for 
flcivilizationlt  of the diapersal of paaf o m l  farmera i n  the 
interior. ( 8 9 )  Without the constraints of sociew, o f  religion, 
they assumed, man degenerated into the of all against aJl1l.  It 
was an attitude which survived in the attitudes of nineteenth century 
British towards the "B~ers '~  and "Afrikanersfl, and m y  even be 
detected i n  some writings of Theal. (90)  Similar attitudes may be 
detected in the writ- of Eastem Amexicau about the frontier in 
the late ei&teen%h and early nineteenth centuries the*, in the 
differing conditions of America, they were subord&mted - at least 
f r o m ,  say,  l830 to 1920 - by a contradictory tendency, illustrated 
by Tmmerts writiw, h M c h  the frontier was assumed to have a 
beneficial and liberaking effect on man: Eobbesian thought, 
crudely speaking, replaced by primitivism. (91) The comesponding 
contrary tmdit ion in South Africa was that of Afrikavler nationalism, 
whose bistoxians from the latter part of  the nineteenth century 
celebmted khea~ergence of the Afrikaner "voIkf1, and gradually 
extended its pedigree back in time from the Trek to the eastern 
f m n t i e r  rebell ions t o  the trekboer, and f-ly to Adam Tas and 
Besldrik Bibault . ( 9 2 )  Though nose systematic treatments of these 
events now exist, -the explanation of r a c i s m  in the~le teums, loaded 
I reasoning BB they are ,  survives in those who follow 
I 
I It would seem, in fact, that the last thing that can be 
said about +he ei&+een.th and early nifieteen+h centurg fmntier was 
that it fostered vfpup-comciousnes~". The basic social unit of 
I the frontier was, there can be little doubt, the patriarchal 
family: master, his w i f e ,  his children, md his dependants. Among 
the emergent ~ri~ua/Bastasds there waa a tendency for this to shade 
o f f  i n t o  the "tribett, in which the master became a t~cMeftr. Among 
white frontiersmen one mi&t find sevemJ. families living together 
or nearby, or an extended family ~yatem, o r  perhaps the loca l  
veldwa#ueester plwing a role o f  authoxie.  Transhumn~e may have 
helped or hindered wider social ties. Certainly one cannot ignore 
the individudism of these basic uni ts ,  their  q-els over land 
boundaries - which contributed to their d e ~ i r e  for isolation from 
each other (94) - and the poli t ical  factionalfsm. Moreover, t h o r n  
De Kiewiet argues (and it is central to MacCmnefe thesis as well) 
that the face of the native population t h e i r  aeme of race end 
fellowship was exceedingly keentt, there seems to be evidence that 
their disputes did involve differences in 'Inative policy", not 
towasds their dependants on whose continued subjection under their 
personal. r u l e  there was m =went,  but t o m  external -ups. (95) 
Beyond these baaic socia l  units insti-hkLons were f r d l e ,  
or else closely linked w i t h  the western Cape - with one exception. 
me western Cape provided the oPly  m k e t ,  the legitimaf ion of h d  
tenme and baptim and marriw, the home of onevs kin (if one was 
white, at leaet), and in nmmus cases the home of the owner of the 
land one ocoupied. (~beentee ownership, with +he laaa occupied by 
non-landowning whites, by alaves, or Ehoi dependants, needs much 
hveati&ion.) If the family d o n  joined f m a t i e r ~ n  to&her, 
if the infrequent N W  at a c h d  d id  too ,  in most cases this 
also joined western people and frontiermen. If some frontieramen 
sustEwlaed and rigidified their religion, a d  oalled f o r  the services 
of teachers and &stem, others were indiffemnt t o  these mattem. 
The one possible exception was the commando, and the local 
o f f i c i d e  who p e w  up w i t h  it axd later extsnded their functions. 
B terms o f  h& evidence, W e d ,  WCronels caae reets largely on 
the comaado as it developed against the San,= the s o m e  of 
intensified group conaciousnesa and moial h o ~ t f l i Q .  "AD unlimited 
and unconditfonal l o y ~ t l t y  to  onefa own fight- -up was  the 
dmhatimg idea of the frontierv, writse Hancock in summrizixq 
h C m ,  (96) 'Jlhe San, argpes Maccrone, flwere considered t o  be so 
utterly beyond the pale of hum&* that they were looked upon as 
same kind of noxious wild beaet, and like wild beasts they were 
extemhatedtf. (97) Bdesd, ntercilesa -faze was waged between 
colomlata and San, partioulaxly from the 1770s t o  the l7yOs, warp 
the more vicious because of the tactics employed by San a&nst the 
cattle of the  faanera, and the memure of San success iP inhibit* 
territorial expansion. Perhaps, as &ula Masks h reoently 
mqge~ted, we should speak mm ac-tely of  Khoisan msiataace, 
in which Khoi aa we11 as Saa paxkicipated, so '%hat fiere is a 1- 
of contimi- fmm the wars of the seventeenth cen- up to this 
period. (98) This w ~ t r j  a bmtal period; hf let us a w e x t h e l e ~ s  
look at MauCmnete evibnoe di~pasrsfonataly.. 
F i r s t l y ,  thou& t he  conmando developed aa an institution 
of the fmntier when l&e Compamy could no 10-r afford frontier 
defence, the wax# w i + h  the San were endoraed the Company. The 
"extirpation of the said mpacfous tribesn WBB official  policy in 
1779, and Woske and the l i b e d  -er, Imdamets of Graaff- 
Bebet, both saw the 3an a~ &ee to h Colony. (99) Secondly, 
and h view of W e ,  -he attitzlde of frontiersmen - as emressed in 
their letters at lewt - seem coq-fively 3nstrumentd. In New 
B@.& it was i&e prmai.ling attitude that the white a e t t l e r ~  wexe 
Wtmmenta of Godf~c will h driving the =dim fmm a land of which 
Re was not making fruitful use. (100) b S o u a  Afrioa the -is 
is more on actual bjuriea c d t t e d ,  on t h e  defence of colonial 
pmpe* rwts, than manifest destfny: 'h assemblage of 
mbbers . . . they were put to fli#~t by thg powexfU hand of the 
Ruler of heaven d earthtf; t%eathenish evildoem . . . united f o 
oppress and injure us . . . Oh t thebt t h e  almjg9ab and our &velpment 
mi@pt be induced by our  sigh and prayers t o  assist ua.It (101) That 
God wae m their ~ i d e  s e a  more a hope than a pxede~ttiaed fact. 
Thirdly, it is hard to reconcile the of the  whits fighting 
groupm with the fact that white Bur&eria were wont t o  #end their 
B a a M  or ghoi servants on commarmdo dutg In their plaue; or w i t h  
the evidence that the Grim and B m t d  frontiersmen of the O m n g e  
River valley dealt w i t h  S m  cattle-thieves jwt ae hm&ly as white 
frontiermen. Nor were the San treated universdlly as e d e e .  
W t h e r  territorial expansion t o d s  the Orange River was predicated on 
a change of relationships, guided by concerned loca l  o f f i c i a l s  but 
hplemented by the frontiersmen themselves. The San were given 
sheep - and were Later to be absorbed as Labour to some extent, by 
both white a d  Griqua frontiei-amen: even MaicCzone cannot ignore the 
evidence of these altepnatives to t h e  "eneqrvstaks .  (102) EIdeed, 
Augusta de Mist, travelling with her father and Eemy Lichtensteh 
in 1803-4, writes of an isolated f m e r  who "pays a s o r t  of  tribute 
h sheep from time to time, i22 order to thy off' the rapacity of 
these savages". (103) Gifts, tribute, ransom - the sight term may 
be disputed, 'but the a t t i t u d e  is instrumental rather than 
tmascezlderztal . 
Varieties of attitudes and hs tmenta l i sm are even more 
evident i n  the relations of  f ront ie r  colonists w i t h  the Bmtu- 
speaking peoples. South African pm-colonist historians, mlish or 
Afrikaner, have presented here a picture of the upright frontiersmen 
engaged i n  relentless defensive =fare @st bplacable B a n h  
cattle--bhieves. The historians under discussion here - Walker, 
lhmillan, de Kiewiet and the i r  followers - dermmed. W r i t i n g  at a 
tjme when segregation, the ytresemresll, and African land ri&ts were 
of: acute political. concern, they viewed the m3.n struggle as one for 
land (or, as crucial, water rigbt~) : "h describing f~ontier af fers  
-
It is easy t o  lay too much stress on cattle. Cattle-stealing and 
reprisals were a perpetual U a s s m e n t  and at times a casus belli; 
but l a d  and water were the rUndamentaJ factors ia the problem ... 
of -the frontier.l1 (104) But whether it was cattle, land ox water, 
conflict was seen as the essence o f  the relationship; t o  see 
conflict as the essential factor seemed to eqla in .  the continued 
existence of that cordlicf; h the =ban and industrial situation of 
tl?e early Itwenties: "that i s  the story of nearly every native w a r  
h South Africa from that da,y t o  this, and if f o r  flanat you mite 
'indwtryl it i s  the story of the present struggle in South Africa's 
urban yeas." (105) As South African liberals turned away from 
ideas of protective segregation, however, to belieping that the road 
to African "civilizationH l q  in pxticipation in wbaa industrid 
society, a new element entered the analysis of the fronkier. Where 
before there had been a tendency to see Ule entry of non-whites into 
roles of servile labour m d e ~  whi-tes as a;n unfortunate consequence 
of fmntier conflict which had t o  be recognized, this process was 
now seen in asrother li&t: 
The frontier was +he stage where, mom 
spectaculady than elsevbere, was taking 
place the great revolution of South 
African history ... these men of opposite 
race were doing more than qwmelling 
with each other. Even thou& they did 
not h o w  it, they wem engaged in the 
formation of a new society and the 
establishment of new economic and aocial 
bonds. (306) 
The change in perception &tea, perhaps, f m m  two articles by 
H. M. Robertson in 1936, whose essential assumption is that "a 
directly coopesat;ive a~pect [of contact] emergea when members of each 
race jointly take past  in the production of commoditiee. This 
usually takes the form of the employment of native workers by 
Europeansgt - and the theme sumrives in the new Oxford Ristoyy, (107) 
Tkis changed perception has subtly shifted vdue  judgements on key 
ltliberaltYfig;ures in South African history in a manner which 
suggests a need for reappraisal. John Philip, once viewed as the 
first protective s e g e g a t i o d s t ,  became South Africa's first 
flliberalfr. (108) The Treaty State policy of 1837-1846, once seen as 
a laudable attempt to check white land-grabbing, now '9naintahed a 
dangemus fiction and staved off the inevitable day when the pretence 
of a dividing line between black and w h i t e  would have t o  yield t o  
the  tmz-th that t h e  natives were as much a direct responsibility of 
guvement as the colonists t;hemselvestl. (109) S i r  & o r e  Grey, 
once castigated fox transfoming the Ciskei into a flchequer-boaxd 
of black and whiten, now became the weat civilizer, while Shepstone 
in Natal fell in hi stoxical estimation, (110) By and lax@, 
however, it is the British poltcy-makers who still retain the credit 
for the "co-operativetf aspects of the frontier, while, moreover, 
the element of class conflict created by the white emp1oye~-Sxican 
employee relationship has virhaUy been dismissed. 
Yet the e a r l y  fron-tiersman in contact with Bantu-spedxhg 
societies did not view the African solely as enemy or as sesvaat. 
Firstly, although subsistence appeare to have plwed a Larger part 
and far longer in the South Africavl frontier econow than, say, the 
American, S, D. Beumarkts seminaJ. study has demonstrated the 
presence of a strong market element: slaug%temd stock, sheep's 
tail fat, soap, as well as such natural products as ivory ,  hides 
and skins, ostrich feathers and eggs, and berry wax were the 
elements of this trade. (111) Prior to frontier expansioa, i t  
Mould appear from recent evidence, Khoi c o d t i e s  acted as 
middlemen in the circulation of goods between the Cape entrepdt and 
the BaYltu-spew communities, (112) Frontier expansion, on this 
interpretation, was no% primarily t o  acquire land but to displace 
fix& the Company and then the Khoi in thjs trade. But trade 
shaded into patently unequal barter, unequal barter into theft, 
and theft into the orwized raidhg ;by commandos which 
chazacterized the first "frontier warst1, On the B a n t u - s p e w  
side, unfair tsad3ng or raiding by whites provoked reprisals, while - 
and it is here that l d  md water enter - h so far as &e whites 
insisted on exclusive occupation of m y  land they clained, they 
provoked response from peoples usea t o  comunal pas-, 
Trade and wart., .therefore, were but two sides of the same 
coin: so-called CO-opemtion and conflict both entered 
~imultaneously. (113) Wism my have encouraged more unequal 
trade and raiding, but it would  seem probable that factors of 
compamtive power entered equally. Moreover, as I have illustrated 
in my dissertation, a similar trawraiding ~yndrome existed on 
the northern tlGxiquaw frontier as well. The paradox is equally 
illustrated by examining the careem of the so-cdled "frontier 
ruffianst" those lawless charactem who a.re presumed to be 
integral to any frontier (of isolation or soc ie td  contact). Men 
like Ceemaad Buys, the Bezuidenhout family ( ~ o m r a a d  Refierick, 
Eredexick Corneliw , Johavules aJld m d )  , the Primloos, Lucas 
Meyer, C-1 T r i g a r d ,  Christoffel Botha and others, occupy a cusious 
position in South Af~ican historiography . (114) Afrikaxter 
na t iona l i s t  historians h a ~ e  viewed the rebellions in which they 
played leading parts as essential f o m t i v e  phases Sn, the dfrikaaer 
character, even if they have often dom-played the mle o f  these 
dubious people: Frederick Cornelius Besuidenh~ut was the hero of 
the Sl&errs Nek rebellion, the  m who stood up to the impudent 
British who dared t e l l  him how to t r ea t  his depenaants. Liberal 
historians have examined the! harshness of fmnt ie r  treatment of non- 
whites - and the "frontier ruffiansH were amongst the most notable 
of the villains - a d  seen here the morbidity o f  frontier racism. 
Indeed, these men were involved in bmtaliw, musdexs, forced 
concubhage of African women. But may of them also lived f o r  
perio& in Xhosa t e r r i t o r y  under the authority of African chiefs. 
And in the  rebellions in which they participated against coloniaJ. 
3Pule they called f o r  a~sistance from Xhosa milers such as Ndlambe and 
latex Bgqika. Sheila Patter~on finds it strange that the 
Bezuide&outs "wem   omen hat illog5call.y prepaed t o  make an ally of 
Gaika the Xhosa chief although he was their  erstwhile enemy a d  a 
Kaffir in addit iontr .  (115) But it is not at al l  strange. Egqika 
was an crntwhile enemCy, as some of the lesser Xhosa f-ents 
of the frontier ama had been, Eysemies and friends were not 
divided into ri@d,static catewries; non-whites were not  regazded 
implacably as enemies. 
On the extreme frontier, indeed, the family-plus- dependant^ 
structure of  white society shaded off,even among whites, into the 
"petty chiefdomv. The activities of the Kok family o r  the Berenils 
or A f x h e r  families among non-whites axe paralleled amongst white 
"frontier mffiaul~l". These men acquired followings of "clientstT, 
ftdepenbntsv, "wives", t'concubines'T, and operated in t h i s  azea of 
ill-defined authority. Coemaad Buys, who did th i s  kjnd of thing in 
the Xhosa frontier area in the 17yQs, moved Taker, when Br i t i sh  
anthoxi-l;y was extended effectively to the azea, across the Or- 
t o  continue the pattern there: other  wihitea, such as 59Y1 Bloem, had 
indeed preceded him. The Cape-Xhoaa frontier, I would arp ,  ceased 
to be a "frontier" in the complete sense of ~ o c i e t a l  isolation, with 
the establishment of  Br i t i sh  military au+bhorib after 1812. Conflict 
and co-operation became differentiated. more shaqly, and the attitudes 
of *Ymntiiersmenv - now simply men living- on a frontier dividing two 
societies - were shaped by a new t o t a l  situation. (116) Meanwhile, 
the front ier  of isolation had moved across the O r a n g e ,  where the 
Griqua, San 'Bloem, Coemaad Buys and others, were followed by a 
steady trickle of settlers and then by the G r e a t  Trek. Fken in the 
Trek itself it m a y  be prof i table  t o  examine differen-t p u p s  of 
pazticipamta, L o d s  Trim (son of C a r 1  Trigard) (117), fo r  
example, had. lived outside the Colony with N g q i k a  f o r  several yeass 
before the Trek. (118) And wMle his journey far nodh in to  the 
Transvaal may have been part ly  t o  seek a new outlet f o r  trade, and 
undoubtedly involved some notions of white superiority, yet the fact 
that  he should have gone so far and established, himself so deep h 
African territory hardly suggests that he viewea non-d tea  as 
d f o m i t y  hostile. (119) Even in Hendrick Potgieter md, more 
equivocally, 5n Anhies Pretor ius ,  one senses a conf l ic t  between 
-their self-conceptions as African Ifchiefs" and as white colonists. 
P& of .the p e d a l  conflict amongst the Voortrekkers over the 
ri@ts of the charismatic leader against the rights of the 
representative VoLksxaad be traced to this. (120) And when some 
examination is undertaken, it is ~nuprishg how of ten Trekkern - 
more particularly Potg ie te r  and Pretorius - were w i l l i n g  to try and 
obtain the assistance of  African societies not o n l y  against other 
Afxican~ but a g a h s t  whites, thus continuing the pat tern of the 
Cape frontier rebels. In -the eazly 1850s, for example, there is 
some evidence o f  the intrigues o f  Orange Free State f m e r s  and 
Pretorius h t h e  Transvaal with Moshweshwe against British r u l e  i n  
the M e  State, and even in 1857 Narthinus Pretorius may have hoped 
f o r  the assistance of fishweshwe w s t  the Fkee State. (121) 
Hendrick Fotgietex i s  reported t o  have attempted t o  enlist S e h t i  
of the Pedi  on his side in his struggles with the Andries Ohrigstad 
Velksraad in the 1840s: indeed, Potgiete~, with his successive 
moves fm Po-khefstroom to Ohrigstad to the Zoutpansberg, with his 
continual commandos, stands clearly in line with Txigwd and with 
Coenraad Buys, wi-th whose Bastard son, Doris, he wae indeed in  
close association, (222) 
The stereotype of  the non-White as enemy, therefore, does 
not seem to be explicitly a frontier product, whether one examines 
.the San frontier,  the Xhosa frontier, the pre-Trek northern 
frontier, o r  the fmntier that developed predominantly in the 
Txa52svaal (the most 'tisolated" azea) after the Trek. Moxeo.vex, we 
must be careful not t o  equate the water  violence, bmtaliQ and 
harshness of treatment of dependants in such amas,  w i t h  meater 
racism. White frontiersmen expected all the i r  dependants (save 
their families) to be non-white: they did not expect all non- 
whites t o  be their  semaukts. Just the same, Griqua and 3astm 
frontiersmen emected Kora a;nd San and, la ter ,  Ba.ntu-speakers t o  be 
thei r  dependants, As in the case of slavery in the IJnited States, 
the sociology and economics of the ''master-servmt" relationship in 
South Africa has been clouded in partisan polemics since the early 
nineteenth century. Up mtil the Trek, Cape colonists i n  general 
expected to employ labour in a slave capaciw. Eost of the  accounts 
of mistreatment in Khoi refer, in fact, t o  efforts to retain Khoi in 
service, often by withholdhg the expected wage payments in kind, 
after compleLion of the ltcontractrv, In other respects, pazticular1y 
the question of phys icd  violence and assault, it would be hazd t o  
dete-e whether the frontier areas were in fact more violent than 
the western Cape rural areas. (125) After the Trek, particularly 
in %he areas where the penetration of the cash a d  market econoq 
was weak, whites continued t o  expect %he same foms of labour. The 
supply of Khoi labom had been supplemented (particulazly in 
~ i c u l t m e )  by Bantu-speakers from %e f-ented Xhosa groups, 
f r o m  the late ei&teenth century - a supply which, on the whole, 
appears t o  have been voluntaq. (124) How, in view of British asld 
missionary watchfdness, wrable t o  practise slavery as such (and 
indeed their relationship with the Khoi was different f r o m  slavery, 
at least in degree), they turned to lhpprent ice~hip '~  for full-time 
Laboux and to the labour-tax, negotiated with African chiefs, f o r  
sporadic labour. Most o f  the initial wass in the Transvaal, indeed, 
appear t o  have been over questions of cattle ox hunting ri&ts, or 
labour questions o f  labour, African msistmce to  the 
l a b o n t a x )  rather than over: land as such. (125) But such violence 
must w i n  be differentiated both fmm violence w i W  the a n a s t e ~  
servant relationship and from the intensi*by o f  racism per se. 
1% is my azgment, Wlen, that it was mt the frontier, aeen 
as a social  system d i s t h c t  and isolated from a p-nt society, which 
produced a new, or even intensif ied m old,  pattern o f  racial, 
relatiollships. Indeed, as h e n  Lattimore has written, ltfmntiem are 
of social, not geagmphic, o r i g h .  O n l y  after the concept of a 
fmntier exists can it be attached by the cwmnmity that bas conceived 
it to a geographical configuration. The comciousness of belonging 
t o  a group, a p u p  that hcludea c e d a i n  people and excludes others, 
must precede -the conscious claim for that goup  o f  the r igh t  t o  live 
ox move about w i t h i n  a parbiculax territory ... h large measure, 
when he [Turner] thought he saw what the frontier d id  to society, he 
was  r ed ly  see* Wmt socf ety did to the frontierM. (126) The 
pattern of mial relationships established in the eighteenth c e n h q  
Cape must be seen in the li&t of the formation of t h e  Cape colonist 
as a whole, the fom of his inheritance fmm Europe, and the 
exigencies of the a i -ha t i on  he had t o  face. If there kras a trend in 
class ~elationships, indeed, it w a s  a trend awagr from mastenslave 
towazds chief-subject o r  patron-client on the frontier, Of course, 
such a fomulat ion opens new problems. Why d i d  some colonists Trek 
and some not? Why were some able to accommodate themselves to a new 
pattern of s o c i a l  relationships and aome m+,? Ox did the nineteenth 
century Cape indeed establish a new pattern of social relatiomhips? 
How did the introduction of new patterns or relationships affect the 
situation, and affect it differently ix differing meas: I refer 
particularly to the mt;le 'try the state as opposed 50 the master over 
non-white subjects, and also t o  the L d o r d - f e n a n t  relationship 
(squatting) that developed over wide areas of South Africa in the 
second half of the nineteenth century? (127) If the stereo.type of 
the African as enenly cannot be traced to the  ei&teenf;h centmy, 
when and why did it in fact come into existence? 
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Barrington Noorets idea of the emergence of British l i b e r a l  
democracy: whit took place might be characterized as a 
tfprwnature't bourgeois mvolut ion. 
(35) Mason, Patterm of Dominance, 22-3. 
( 3 6 )  See Mason, Patterms of D o h c e ,  101-2, 201, referring the 
reader to such nineteenth century novelists as George 
Memdith, W c k e x a ~ ~  and Surtees and citing d # o  
G. 0 .  Trevelyan, Report on India: The Competition Wallah 
on the similarity of oocial and mid distinctions. 
(37) Cf. Sidney W. E n t z  , tfSlavery and Emergent Capitalismsir in 
Foner and Genovese, Slavery, who cites on W s  point E* 
'Phompaon, "The ~1an t a t i on l "~h .~ .  , Sociology, Chicago, 1952) 
and H. 3. Nieboer, Slavery as an Industrial System (The Hague, 
1900). The question of free Labour v. slave labour has been 
an issue in South Africa at least since 1717 {~epoxt of 
De Ckavormes and His Council in Van Rjebeeck Socieb, Vol. L) 
and has often been discussed, at least implicitly, with 
relation t o  free land. 
(38) On the profitability question, see H. D. Woodman, "The 
Profitability of Slavery: A K s t o r i c d  Reappraisal in 
P. 0. Gatell and. A. Weinstein, American Themes: Essays in 
His to r iomp& (Om, 1968); Genovese, P o l i t i c d  Economy of 
Slavery., 275-287; S. L. EQennan, "The Effects of Slavery Dpon 
the Southern Bonorqp: A R w i e w  of the Recent Debatew, 
bp lo ra t ions  in Ehheprenmial Eistom, 2nd series, Tol, 4, 
Winter 1967. 
( 3 9 )  Genovese, World of Slaveholders, 32. 
(41) W. ~oosterboer, bwlmtary Labour since the Abolition of 
Slavery (~eiden, 1960) , cited by K n t z ,  op . cit , See 
Bamm&on Moore, Social Origins of ~ictatorship and Democracy, 
especially 4349 where he defines such a sys teh as 'Ithe use of 
pol i t i ca l  mechanisms ... t o  emme an adequate labour f o r c e  for 
working the s o i l  and the creation of  a n  ag~iculturaJ 
consumption by other classes: "particularly where the peasant 
society is preserved, there a r e  all sorts of attempts to use 
traditional ~elat ionshipa and attitudes as the basis  of the 
lmdlordsf position", and this is one such p o l i t i c a l  mechanism. 
He excludes (a) the American family farm type, (b) a system of 
hired labour where U l e  workers have considerable freedom t o  
refuse jobs and move about, ( c )  precommercid. and preindustrial 
w i a n  system mere there is a mu& balance between the 
overlo-' contribution to justice and securi-ly and the 
cul t i~a- t ;ors~ contribution in the form of crops. 
(43) I base this aaser-kion on alim evidence though hope to look at 
it further: see, f o r  e w l e ,  Nmdn -is, '*The Origin of 
the Descent M e w  jn Rnex and Genovese, SLavew, 55-8, and 
compaze with, for e q l e ,  the position of poor whites h 
Hortense Powdermaker, Mter fieedom (mew York, 1939; reprint  
1968). 
(4) There is a central pmblem here (rathex similm to the problem 
Noore faces in aqy  balance of protection and surplus 
appropriation h p=-haustrial systems - see note 41). Both 
Genovese and van den Ber&e chamctexise the frideal-typeH 
m a s  ter-slave relation as patr iar~~ /patemaJ ,  thou& bath 
recognize that various factors will Muence  i t s  1!hax~hnei3s1t 
(but-cf. nly commenta on treatment of slaves). Mason (patterns 
of Dominance, 83) disth@shes "patemaJismlr (colonial powers 
in Africa generally) fmm iqdomimm~etT (south Africa and Deep 
south) - B r a z i l  moved from dominant to paternal and Hexico in 
the other direction: his  point is that the relation between 
father and son is qualitatively different f r o m  that between 
master and slave in that (a)  the father hopes the son will be 
like him, (b) the father expects the son to be independent one 
day. John Rex, moreover &p. cit . , 42-3) rebukes vm den Ber&e 
f o r  call* Latin American societies patemlist - s jnce  
relations are often brutally exploitative - and substitutes 
(pF. 39-40) six categories of race relations, 
(45) Genovese would term these variously aeignewial or explicitly 
capitalist, but I think the problem is more complex, 
(46) For exaxple, van den Berghe, Race aYLa IZacism, 29-34. Alf 
Stadler, "Race and h d u s t r 5 d i s a t i o n  in South Africa: a 
Crit ique of the 'Blumer Thesis~", Chatham House Semjnax 
Paper, 1971, criticizes H. Blumer ("kduxtria3ization and 
Race Relationsf' in G. Hunter (ed.) 1ndustxidirrrat;jon a d  Race 
Relations (London, O U F ,  1965) f o r  failing t o  recognize that, 
Fn South Africa at m y  rate, the pattern of  pace relations was 
transformed and intensified mder conditions of 
industrialization, The sane point m i g h t  be made f o r  almost 
any of the societies studied in Runterla book - and the 
evidence is in the book itself. 
(47) Hacock, Survey, 11, pa r t  2, 42. 
(48) P, Johxll35ene, tTlass conflict m d  colour baxs in the South 
African gold-mining indu~trg, 1910-1926tf, ks t .  Comm. 
Studies, February 1970. 
(49) A. Stadler, op. c i t .  
( 5 0 )  S. Marks, Reluctant Rebellion (OUP, 19701, 16. Dr. Marks 
appears t o  be wing f~ontier in the sense of line of 
geographical separation between- black and white, with 
implications of lack of communica-bion between sectiorss. She 
also refers on the same page t o  stock-famer isola-kion from 
large centres of white population. I take up these 
questions of  definition below, 
(513 Ibid., 10-17, 21, 26, 144-6, 152, 155, and. passim. 
(52) See, f o r  example, W. D. Jordan, White Against Black, 
particularly Chx. 111, IT, X, XI, etc.  
(53) I. D, Maccrone, Race Attitudes In South Africa (OUP, 1937), 
1-155. Amongst those who accept his basic = v e n t  are 
Hacock, Patterson, van den Berghe, Philip Mason, Andrew 
Ashemn, et. al. CP. his 1961 article. 
(54) Maccrone, op. cit., 6, 40 ff., 65,  84-5, 95. 
(55) Jordan, op. cit., 93-6. 
( 5 6 )  Genovese, World the Slaveholders Made, 109: "Wherever we 
find slaveholding classes with b o u r g o i s  rather than 
seigneurial origins,  we generally find a tendency towards 
more intense racism, It is a happy coincidence f o r  
Eoetinckts thesis that Protestantism and capitalism first 
emerged in the Anglo-Saxon countries, in which the somat5c- 
norm inage has been furthest removed from black. 
Coincidence or not, we need not deny Borne val id i ty  to the 
assertion of a biolog1ca.l-aesthetic dimension to racism to 
h a i s t  on the greater force of other factors." Cf. ibid., 
34-7, on Dutch society. 
(57) J. J. hubsex, 'FCalvinism, E q u a l i b ,  and. Inclusion: the Case 
. - 
of Urikaaer Ca.lvinismn in S. B. ~ i s e n s t d t ,  The Pmtestmt 
Ethic and Modedzation (London, 1969), 369, 381. He cites 
C. R. xaafser, q t C a 1 7 r i n i s m  and Germavr Pol i t ica l  Life". Fh.D.. 
Radcliffe, 1961. On Calvinism and S.A.  racialimn. kee d s k  
. - 
inter alia, Maccrone, op. cit., 87-8, 129, etc.; Walker, 
Frontier Tradition,7; Emcock, Survey 11, p& 2, 10; 
Macmillan, Cape Colom mestion, 23; Walker, 'PEek, 64; Ed- 
-
A. Tiryakian, l'Apaxtheid and Relig50n11, Theolom Toda+-v, 14, 
1957; A. G. 6. Cws, Race Relations and Elace Att ihdes  in 
South Africa (~gmegen, 1-959), 0 - 2 ;  va;n den Bey&@, South 
Africa, 14-15; de Kiewiet, s t o r y ,  20, 22-3. 
( 5 8 )  Jordan, White Over Black, 17-20, 35, 40-1, 54-6, 60, 62n, 84-5. 
As an explanation of blackness it came t o  be denied more often 
than affirmed, and by the 18th ten* was replaced by other 
ideas (see ibid., 243, 245-6, 525). One of the Dutchmen was a 
poet who had lived at a Dutch fort in Guinea before going to 
New Amsterdam about 1652. 
(59)  Qno-bed by F. A. Van JaamveLd, The Afrilcaner kterpretation of 
South African E s  t o q  (C .T. 1 ~ 6 4 ) ~  6 ,  from C, mollstra, 
Bouwstoffen voor de Gescheidenis der Nederduitsck-Gerefomeerde 
Kerken in Zuid-Afrika (1906) , I, 34; 11, 15. 
(60) Jordan, White Over Black, 200. 
(61) Janssens in meal, B e l w i k e  His-toriesche Dokumenten, 111, 
219. See also  Campbell, Travels, 344; A. V a n  Pallandt, 
Geneml Ranarks on the Cape .., 1803 (c.I., 1917)~ 12. 
De Mist, VRS, 111, 256-7; G. D. Scholtz, "ie Ontstaan en 
Wese van die S.A. Rasse-patmonw, %dsImif vi r  Rasse- 
leenthede, July 1958, 147, qmthg ( ~ G G O ~  to Van 
Jaazsveld a Cape Colonist of the eazly nineteenth century - ===IT- 
this m y  thus refer t e  one of the sources above - I have not 
been able t o  check the article as yet. See a l s o  De Kiewiet. 
Histo , 20; &emillan, Cape ~ o l o k  mestion, 23; Walker, ' 
d 3 - 4 ;  De Riewiet ,British Colonial Polioy, 7. 
(62) L a n d h s t  Blberti, U i t m h a g e ,  to Janssena, J m  12, 1805 (quoted by MS, Nkxnier and the First Boer Republic, 733 . 
See also  ibid., 68 (M. CTouws t o  Laslddmst, rec. 26 June 17903 
where the commando leader refuses t o  take only Khof on a 
comando because "3: do not tW that I have been appointed to 
do commndoa with Hottentots but with human beings (menschen)". 
Also Mkrais, Cape Coloured People, 5, who sws the ~enad.end& 
missionaries found the term "schepseZft h fairly mnem use 
at the end of the eighteenth cent&. Van Jaarmeld, op. ci t . ,  
6, citfng De Zuid Afrikaan, 22/2/1833, 26/8/1833 f o r  xeferences 
to Coloureds as "schepselsw ; Maccrone, ep. cit . , 126, 130, who 
quotes f r o m  Barrow, Travels, I, 398 (famers referrbg to Khoi 
as "Z&e ~ e e " )  and Iknddmst of Stellenbosch to Fiscal, April 
2, 1810 ("~ottentoten dei  men in t t generaal. in die 
Eistorien voor de mwste zoort  reekend en dw eo geregerld 
nimmex denken of b e n  denken aLso Christenenn) . 
( 6 3 )  Quoted in Jordan, ep, cit . , 224-5. Also, on m o p e a n  
attitudes t o  the Xhoi, see ibid., 226-7, 492-3; MacCrone, 
op. cit., 47-8. 
(64) O n  the Great Chain of Being, see A. Love joy,  Tke Great Chajn 
of Bx- (~ambrjdge, 1936) , a d ,  in this context, Jordan, 
op. cit., Chs. PI, XIfI. Jordan argues that twentieth centurly 
writers have continually asserted that the N e p  was seen aa a 
beast but that the matter is more complex: no one denied the 
Megro had a soul and reason. This needs evaluation i n  the 
South Africa context. 
(65) H. P .  Cruse, Die Opkdeffing van d i e  KLeurlinpBemLking (cape 
Town, 1947) 253. Walker, History of South Africa (19573, 71-2, 
84-5, claims that manmissions were comaon, as does Maccrone 
op. cit., 80. Their main source is B. C. V. Leibbrandt, 
Requestin en Memorials, 1715-1806 (1905-6, 2 vols. ) , 
(66)  See M. Harris, "The Origin o f  the Descent Rule" in Toner and 
Genovese, Slavery, 52-3. 
( 6 7 )  This is based on Genoveseis attempt to synthesise the 
contradictory positions of ~annenbaum/~re~e,  on the one hand, 
and Harris on, the other, by b a w i n g  on W. D. Jo~daYlfs lfAmerican 
Chiasloscuro: the Status and Definition of Mulattoes in the 
British Coloniesw in Foner and Genovese, Slavery, 189-201. 
See Genovese, l'Idealisrn a d M a t e x i a l i ~ n ~  ...", 248; World of 
Slaveholders, 106-8. See also mson, Patterns of Dominance, 
317-9, who includes South Africa in a discussion of this 
matter, without much fee l ing  f o r  comparative numbers o f  
population group at differing periods. 
(68)  See, f o r  example, Marais, Maynier, 53; Cape Coloured People, 
131-4. 
(69) This is a topic which requires investigation, but see, fox 
example, Walker, Ristory, 40, 71-2, 96, etc. 
(70) MacCrone, op. c i t .  
(71) I deal with -these questions h more dissertation, "The Griqua, 
the Sotb-Tsww and the Mi~sionaries, 1780-1840: the 
politics of a frontier zone". 
(72) MacCrone, op. cit, , 133-4, dealing with the refusal of 3 
bur&ers of ~tellenbosc@rakenstein to serve under a 
"black and heathen" co rpo ra l  - though they will serve 
alongside him - in 1788. In 1787 a Free Corps had been 
fomed to embrace those 'born, not h slavery but ou t  of wedlock 
and in 1790 it was made clear that this Corps was for .those 
'9vhoae parents: had not been born in the state of freedom". 
See also n. 62. 
(73) Commissioner Van Goske. 
(74) The effect of tkis measure, in relationship to existing 
a t t i t udes  and +hose which dleveloped, is uncertah. Provided 
a 'vha,lf-breedtf population continued 50 develop through 
concubinage w i t h  whites, marriages would S-t ; i l l  have been 
l e w l y  possible with these; even if the women were slaves, 
they or their  children could be baptized md freed. 
Concubinage in itself in these conditions is ,  of c o m e ,  a 
form of sex-race exploitation: see Roger Bastide, nDusQr 
Venus, Black Apollovv, Race, 3, No. 1, 1961, 10-18. In the 
e a r l y  nineteenth cenhry  both James Read a d  van der Kemp 
mxried  Y12ll. blackstt - a l ihoi woman and a slave, 
respectively - though another missionary had trouble 
legitimating his mxmiage with a Khoi woman. See also 
Spaypnan, Travels, I, 284-5. 
(75) The first by V a n  Goena the elder; the second by Van Rheede. 
Whereas Van Goske (1675) had said that no M f - b r e e d  children 
should be kept in aervi-hde, Van Bheede said Christian, Dutch- 
speaking half-breeds could claim freedom at 25 f o r  men and 21 
f o r  women. 
(76) Cf. Theal, The Promess of Sou%h afrtca (1901)~ 59: w d e r ,  
=stow, 72. 
(77) See W, D. Jordan, op. cit., 92-3, 180-1. 
( 7 8 )  Cf. MaoCrane, ap . ci t . ,  passim; W a l k e r ,  History, 84. See 
also, for emmple, Thunberg, Travels, 11, 127; Mentzel, 
Descri~tion, 11, 130-1, 
(79)  This is dealt with h dissertation, 
(80) mcCrone, op . cit . , 101. 
(81) See, generally, , 249 ff . and specifically ibid. , 98-100, 
107. 
(82) See Walker, Frontier Tradition, 4, 9 ;  k l ;  De Eiewiet, 
British Colonial Policy, 113-4. Cf. Lobb. 
( 8 3 )  G. W. Pierson, "The b n t i e r  and hntiexsmen of 'Plunerts 
Essaysn, P e ~ ; y l v a n i a ,  MAgazine af Histow and Biomaphy, GUT, 
October 1940, 4, 455, 461, h h e r  and "the hdims, see 
a l s o  Eofstadter, The Progressive Es to r im ,  104-5. 
(84) O n  differing *es of fmntiem, discussed in t h i s  light, see 
0. Lattimore, Studies in Frontier Histow (OUP, 1962) ; 
D. Gerhard, "The Erontier in compaxati~e Viewpf, Comparative 
Sixdies h Societs and History, 1, 205-229; M. Mikesell, 
'T~ompxcative Studies in Rrontier History" ,  Annals Am.Soc. of 
Geog., 50 (19601, 62-74; W. D. Wyman and C. B. h e b e r ,  The 
Frontier in Perspectiye (Madisan, 1957) . 
(85) De Kiewiet, Kistow, 24; Maomillan, Cape Colour Question, 12. 
See also  De Kiewiet, BxTtish C o l o n i d  Policy, 2-3, 116; 
* &perid Factor, 1-2; Histo , 47-99 78-9, 178-80; M a a i l l a ~ 1 ,  
Cape Colour Queetian, 24, * Sometimes it is the strength of 
africm Society, sometimes the lack of mmenh  af  white 
society (with little immimtion) , sometimes the efforts of the 
British government or the missionaries, which is. stressed in 
explaining th is .  What is not stressed, however, is that  the 
white frontie~smen created m inclusive frontier from the 
beginning, and non-whites accepted this inclusion more 
readily thm the bairns, The notion of white set t ler  
frontiers as inherently exclusive entered European thou@, 
I believe, in the early nineteenth centwy as the xesult of 
American experience of the Indians, and has permeated thougilt 
on South Africa via the missionaries (~a~ecially John philip) 
and the thoughts of British officials. (van Jaassveld, 
Afrikaner Interpretation, 7. ) 
I)e Kiewiet, Imperial Factor, 2; History, 48. 
See R. H. Pearce , The Savages of America (Baltimore, 1953) . See 
also Jordan, op. cit., 22, 89-91, 162-3, 169, 239-40, 477-31. 
Seffemonls attitude to Negroes, whom he r e w e d  as almost 
certainly inherently i n f e r i o r  (and was the first American to be 
so explicit), and to  Indians, in  whom there are qualities of 
s a v w  virtue, is classic. 
Maccrone, op. cit., 98-9. Also 11-4, 107-8. 
On van &er Stel, see for example Walker, History, 60-61. See 
aleo Van Imhoff (VRS , l; Moodie, Afschriften) , 1743; 
Cloppenburg (~ourmal, Cape ~ r c s v e s  , 1868 ; Swellengrebel 
1932, 9, 131-7), 1739-1751; Tan 
1-11), 17 7'8; Beyers, Kaapse 
of 1779, 1784) ; "Replies 
of Van Ryneveld ... 1797" (~ramvaal Journal of Secondary 
Education, Sept-Oct 19 31) ; an3 even Lichtenstein, a;n explicit 
"friend" of the Boers in contrmt t o  B m w .  This is an 
incomplete list - d e ~ i v e d  fsgorn Walker and WCrone rather than 
directly - and these sources need t o  be examined as documents of 
intellectual h i s t o r y  if we a r e  to have a more sophjst5cated 
appraisal of frontier life. 
See, for example, van JaarsveLd, Afrikanex Interpretation, 117-24. 
On these questionel, see particularly E. N. Smith, T i r o  Land: the 
AmericanWest as S.ymboJ.andMyth (Vintage, 1950); R. Welter, "The . 
Frontier West as Image of American Society: Conservative 
Attitudes Before the Civil W a r q T ,  Miss. Valley Est.  Review, 46 
(1959-60) , 595614. 3ofstadtex, Progressive Historians, esp. 71-93. 
See van Ja rsve ld ,  AfrWer Interp,, passim. See esp. ibid., 
133. An interesting example of how this penetrated English- 
speaking historiogmphy may be seen by compasing Walker on the 
frontiersmen at the end of the eighteenth centmy: "their 
chamctexistics became still more marked during the two generations 
of isolation and. dispersion which followed the f a l l  of the van der 
Stels '"(History, 1928 ed. ,  69 - dready influenced by writers 
such as Fouche and van der wait) ; 'land already the colonial-born 
in the outlying p&s were calling themselves Afrikarrers in contrast 
to the semi-foreign Hollander officials at the Castlefr (History, 
1962 ed., 66 - based on FPdents  article on Henhick Bibault in 
Die Huismnoot, September 21, 1928). 
For the wupomticized treatment of these events, see lkcais, 
Wymier and the First Boer Republic (C. T. , 1944) ; C .F. J. Muller, 
D i e  Britse he rhe id  err Die Gmo-b Trek (C .T., 1948) ; F. A.  van 
J e s v e l d ,  The Awakening of Afrikaner Nationalism (C. T. , 1961) , 
(94) 0x1 this, as opposed to the romantic wish t o  avoid sight of the 
smoke of onels nei&bourrs fam, see P. J. van dex Meme, Trek 
(c.T., 1945) 
(95)  I will be deal- w i a  t h i s  below. 
(96)  Hancock, Survey, IT, part 1, 10-11; part  2, 20. 031 the . 
conmando, see a lso  De Eewiet,  History, 1 9 ,  who a g u e s  it was 
"the sum of individual willh@essV, 48; Walker, Frontier 
Tradition, 8 ,  Trek, 53-8, I&O argues that religion as. well as 
the commando held them together. 
(97)  Maccrone, 03. cit , , 101, 122-3, 124. His evidence is Spamman, 
Travels, 1, 198; Lfchtenstein, Travels, 11, 25-6, 281-2; 
and MacCmnefs assertion that  San he visited in the R a l a b r i  
I remanbered being called baboons by whites aria B a s t a a .  
I (98 )  Review in Journal of African History, (1970) , 3, 4455 m AB 
! resistance, the continuity extends t o  the moi revolt of 179g9 
I t o  the Kat River rebellion of 1851, and even to the revolt in 
Grigualand West of 1879 - but these were "interma3 rebellionsvp 
in a sense in which tke emxier ones were not. 
(99 )  See Moodie, The Record, 111, 80; A. van Jaamveld, cited by 
P. J. Venter in D i e  Euismnoot, -h 2, 1834 ( k ~ r o n e ,  op. 
tit.. 123); Marais, I&xnier, 28, 36, etc. 
(100) See Peame, Sa-s of America, Ch. i; Hason, Patterns of 
Dominance, 242. Cf. MacCrone, o 6y .  c i t . ,  101, quoting 
Tuner, Frontier Tradition, 44- 
I 
I 
(101) Letters in Moodie, Record, 111, 53, 82;h  NacCmrze, op. c i t . ,  
105-6 9 123. 
See MacCrone, op. cit., 124-5, quoting from Janssens in Bel. 
E s t .  Dok., 111, 251; Lichtenstein, Travels, I, 141 ff.; 11, 
76-7; Moadie, Record, Y, 3 (colonel C u l l i n s ,  1809); and 
J. Echerer, Nazrative (an LMS missionary). On this queatioa 
see also P. J. -fan d e r  Merwe, P i e  ~ o o r d ~ s e  Bew - m 
die Boers n o r  d i e  Groot Trek (The Eague, 1937); Masais, 
Gape Coloured People (Wits., 19391, 13-25; also my 
dissertation. 
(105) Walker, Fmntier Tradition, 13. Cf. De giewiet, Imperial 
Factor, 13; Estom, 89, 91, 166; PkmilXm, somewhat 
ambivalently, tends t o  emphasize the contempt of *tea f o r  
Africans, nurtured because of a lack of conflict, embittered 
by m, and then tramposed to the urban scene: see Cam 
Colom bestion,  19, 24. 
(106) De Eewiet , Eistory, 49. See also ibid. , 19, 64, 66,  78-9, 
84, 87, 1799 
1107) H. PT. Rober-b~on, I t 1 5 Q  Years of Economic Contact 3etween 
' Black and White: b7Preljmjna;ry SUrpeyn, South African 
Journal of Economics, Dec. 1934, 403-425; March.1955, 1 - 2 5  
See partfculnly chapters on the Eastem Frontier, Natal, 
and h e  ~ighve lb ,  in- Oxfam3 History of South Africa, V o l .  I 
(1969 
(108) Compaze the at t i tude  of Macmillan, Cape Colour Question, 174, 
with Jdius Lewin,  '+Dr. John Philip and. Liberalismtf, Race 
Relations J o d ,  , April-June 1960, 82-90. 
(109) De Kiewiek, His tory ,  51-2. Compare with, for e x a l e ,  
%millan, Cape Calour Question, 12; Bantu, Boer a;nd 
BrLton, passim. But Philip believed that this p r e s e m t i o n  
of African land-rights could equally be achieved under 
British hegemony: see Cape Colour Question, 291-2; Walker, 
History, 142-3, 
(110) On G r e y  a d  the  Ciskei compare De Kiewiet, British C o l o d d  
Policy, 94-5, 134-7; M k m i L l a n ,  BaYl-hx, Boer axd Briton, 
339-343; Walker, Wstoxy, 287-9, 294-5, with, for example, 
De Kiewiet, Bistory, 64, 84-5; Oxford History, 261 ff. 
(111) S. D. Neumark, Economic Influences on the South African 
&ontier, 1652-1876 ( S t d o r d ,  1957) . See also 
W. K. Pmcock, lfTrekw, Economic History Review, 2nd Series, 
X, 5 (19581, 331-9, who disputes the importance of this 
w k e t  factor, suggest* that the proportion of 
subsistence v. market production is most inpodant .  Even if 
small, however, it m i & t  s t i l l  be crucial in certain respects. 
(112) See parkiculaz1.y G. HasPinck, nIntesaction between Xhosa and 
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